
 

BASIC PHYSICAL DESIGN AN OVERVIEW

 

 

The VLSI design flow for any IC design is as follows 

1 .Specification  (problem definition) 

2. Schematic (gate level design)         (equivalence check) 

3. Layout  (equivalence check) 

4. Floor Planning 

5 .Routing, Placement 

6. On to Silicon 

When the devices are represented using these layers, we call it physical design. The 

design is carried out using the design tool, which requires to follow certain rules. Physical 

structure is required to study the impact of moving from circuit to layout. When we draw the 

layout from the schematic, we are taking the first step towards the physical design. Physical 

design is an important step towards fabrication. Layout is representation of a schematic into 

layered diagram. This diagram reveals the different layers like ndiff, polysilicon etc that go into 

formation of the device. At every stage of the physical design simulations are carried out to 

verify whether the design is as per requirement. Soon after the layout design the DRC check is 

used to verify minimum dimensions and spacing of the layers. Once the layout is done, a layout 

versus schematic check carried out before proceeding further. There are different tools available 

for drawing the layout and simulating it. 



 

The simplest way to begin a layout representation is to draw the stick diagram. But as the 

complexity increases it is not possible to draw the stick diagrams. For beginners it easy to draw 

the stick diagram and then proceed with the layout for the basic digital gates. We will have a 

look at some of the things we should know before starting the layout. In the schematic 

representation lines drawn between device terminals represent interconnections and any no 

planar situation can be handled by crossing over. But in layout designs a little more concern 

about the physical interconnection of different layers. By simply drawing one layer above the 

other it not possible to make interconnections, because of the different characters of each layer. 

Contacts have to be made whenever such interconnection is required. The power and the ground 

connections are made using the metal and the common gate connection using the polysilicon. 

The metal and the diffusion layers are connected using contacts. The substrate contacts are made 

for same source and substrate voltage. Which are not implied in the schematic. These layouts are 

governed by DRC's and have to be atleast of the minimum size depending on the technology 

used. The crossing over of layers is another aspect which is of concern and is addressed next. 

1. Poly crossing diffusion makes a transistor  

2. Metal of the same kind crossing causes a short. 

3. Poly crossing a metal causes no interaction unless a contact is made. 

Different design tricks need to be used to avoid unknown creations. Like a combination of 

metal1 and metal 2 can be used to avoid short. Usually metal 2 is used for the global vdd and vss 

lines and metal1 for local connections. 
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